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FITMENT INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE SIDE MOUNT TABLE  
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1. Decide which height you would like to mount the side table. Draw a horizontal line on the side of the 
vehicle. 

2. Mark two points 1033mm apart on the line. Plate A has a little hole in it for you to view the marked 
position. *Please note the horizontal keyhole goes on the left and the vertical keyhole on the right, as 
in Picture 2. 

3. LEFT HAND SIDE ASSEMBLY: Put the bottom Plate A (Picture1) onto left marked point 
horizontally (as in Picture 2), mark the holes for the rivets, and drill holes 5mm. 

4. Assemble keyhole plate A at the bottom, B in the middle and C on top.(Picture 1)*Note the big hole 
in plate C will be face to the right. Insert rivets and securing to the side of the vehicle. 

5. RIGHT HAND SIDE ASSEMBLY: Put bottom Plate A onto right hand mark position vertically  
  (as in Picture 3). Mark holes for rivets and drill holes 5mm. 
6. Assemble keyhole Plate A at the bottom, B in the middle and D on top of B and Plate C goes right on 

top (figure 3) *Note the big hole on Plate C will be on the top, insert rivet and secure to the side of the 
vehicle. 

7. Insert the mushroom bolts already fitted to table, first into the left hand bracket (horizontal) and slide 
along until the right hand mushroom bolt slips into the right hand bracket (vertical) compress the 
spring on mushroom bolt slide down and the table will lock into place. Drop the table leg to the floor, 
towards the vehicle, resting against the wheel and adjust the leg until the table is level. 
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